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PREF .A·C E 
The great epooh of civil air trana]X)rtation has 
come since the World· War. .Although the \Vright Brothers 
demonstrated to the world at Kitty Hawk more than s 
quarter of a oentur y ago that man could fly, it was only 
after the great oriaia of 1914-1918 that the world gave 
attention to the development of air transportation for 
all oivil pu.rposes. 
Unfortunately, this development bas been ao rap-
id that the pub lie has not been able to keep :Pa oe with 
its values .and progress, The public lagged behind in 
--providing ground facilities, whioh constitute one of 
the moat imJ;X>rtant phases of civil aviation. Airports 
have not bean established as rapidly as neoeeaary to 
provide the safety and con'Venience which are fundamental 
to the complete success of this new system of transpor-
t at ion. 
When the public realized that airport a were as 
necesee ry to air trensp:l rt at ion as harbors and docks and 
stati_ons and railroad yards were to marine and rail trans• 
portetion respectively, it began to develop this muoh 
needed faoili ty of air transportation, 
While at present there are more commeroial air-
2 
ports than municipal airpo rte, the 1 attar, for reasons 
set forth in Chapter I of this study, are constantly grow• 
ing in fa'V or. Thus the municipal eirpo rt has b:ecome e 
·problem which the wri tar ha a undertaken· to study. .As a 
result of his in'Vestigation and research the following 
chapters are present ed. 
The recency of the problem rendered se'Veral diffi-
culties ine'Vitable. Among these was the limited amount 
of available and oomprehensi'Ve ma~er~al, such as books 
and articles that beer UJ;On the subject. A second handi-
cap resulted from the fact that requests :for information, 
which were addressed to various aviation experts and a'Via-
tion publioationa, were in many instances not answered 
with the desired details. 
Hence, the writ er hop es that lat er studies snd 
researches msy be more comprehenai'Vely and fruitfully eo-
complished, end if this thesis shall he'Ve served as a cue 
to the importance and significance of the problem, the 
efforts, time and energy that ha'V e been devoted to ite 
prapa ration and completion will not have been considered 
in vain. 
A. A • .Asia. 
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CH.APr ER I 
DEVELOPMENT OF MUNICIPAL AIRPORTS 
The Need for Airports in Gen er al: .Airpo rte he'Ve 
been defined as localities either of water or lend, which 
are adopted f"or landing and taking-off of aircrafts and 
which pro-vide fa cilitiee for shelter• supply and repair of 
aircraft; or places ue ed regularly for receiving or dis-
charging passengers or cargo by air.1 The development of 
modern airports has been due to :three fundamental fsctors: 
( 1) their necessity as adjuncts of civil a'Viation,2 ' ( 2) 
the inadequacy of early forms of lending fields ,3 ( 3) the 
demands of patrons for modern oonvenience of air tranapor-
tat ion. 
It is obvious that airro rte are ne·o~eeary adjuncts 
of civil aviation. They not only serve as points of call 
1. Air Commerce Bulleti1n No. 2, .Aeronautic Branch, Depart-
ment of Qommerce, .washingto n·, D. c., .April 19 28. 
2. Kelly points out that the futum of aviation rests on the 
. ground ( airix> rt) • It is there the planes must t eke-off 
and land. It is there the passengers' confidence must 
be inspired. It is ther~ th st foresight today wi 11 mean 
the saving of millions of dollars tomorrow. .And it ie 
there that experience and 'Vision must be merged to put 
aviation on a so lid foundsti.on. Kelly, F., Tomorrow' e 
.Airix> rt. Nation's Business XVII: 31·. 
3. Duke, D., .Airports md .Airways. p. 3-8. 
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along an airway for purposes of shelter, supply, repair, 
or discharge of cargo ea and passengers, but also, they 
, ' 
facilitate the develo:Pin~nt of air commerce and tranepor-
tst ion. 4 
Undoubtedly the demand for modern airports ha,a 
been due to the inadequacy of the early types of landing 
ffelde, which were airports of the "find one if you can" 
variety , impro-vie ed from cow-pastures. The dangers that 
were inherent in these early forms of a-viation fields have 
caused the loa s of enormous sums of money and the ea ori-
fice of many li-ves. 5 Because of this condition, whioh 
did nothing but hinder and hold back the development of 
oi vil aeronautics• better and more adequate airports were 
4. The significsnoe of air transportation to modern civil-
ization is well stat ad by Hager. He s aye: "With out 
doubt the chief factor in the development of modern 
civilization has been that of rapid transportation. 
Even in ancient times the greatness of an empire wee 
determined by its transportation facilities. Rome 
had her wonderful roads. Carthage her powerful l'levy, 
The greatness of the British Empire is dependent sole-
ly upon ite maintenance of her marine power. Rail-
roads and automobiles hav a ea oh played their stellar 
roles in the development of the United States until 
today it enjoyes the posit ion of being the .wealthiest 
end most progressive nation on earth." Hager, A.B., 
New York's Municipal Airport. Airport 1: 2'1, June 
19 28. ' 
5. Duke, A., op. oit •. p. 3-8, Ronald Press and Co., 192'1. 
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oonside~d; and ultimately materialized.6 
The .demand for eirpo rts o ame not only f:ro m pilot a 
and aviation promoters, but also £rom the patrons· of air 
commerce and transp:>rtation. This demand probably .grew out 
of the feat that the early £arms of landing fields frequent-
ly were not provided with adequate facilities and equipment 
for modern needs. The patrons declared their desire for 
modern conveniences and comfortable stations, to whioh the 
airport officials responded favorably by developing and im-
proving the airports. 
The Demand for Municipal Airports: Of ell forms of 
ownership (Federal, Commercial• private and municipal} the 
municipally owned airport ·bas won most favor beoeus e of the 
followi~g reasons and advantages: (a) The municipality is 
represented in matters pertaining to aviation; (b) The muni-
oi-pality pa rtioipates in the benefi ta of air commerce both 
in its application as a means of transportation and with 
refere~ce to its utility in the community; ( c) It enables 
the community to share in the benefits that are yet to come 
6 • Byrd , R. C. • cited in Vli chit a v • Clapp , 26 3 , Pa o. 12; 
Supreme Court of Kansas decided January "I, 19 28: "The 
one outstanding need no.w is sufficient landing fields. 
I consider it the duty of every o;tty to establish a 
field. Cities that hold back in the matter of provid-
ing landing fields are holding back aviation naturally." 
10 
from the development of air transportation: 7 (d) The dangers 
o:f monopoly and high charges of pri'Vate ownership is elimi-
neted;8 ( e) The municipal ·airport facilitates the advance-
ment ·and development of aeronauticra; 9 (f) It plays an im-
portant part in the building o:f the· oomrnuni ty and the g ath-
ering of people as th·e .sail boat, steamship,. railroad and 
automobile ha 'Ve done; lO ( g) It wl 11 'enable the locality to 
retain it~ place in the industrial competition which is 
sweeping forward in a test of civic strength, and the .right 
7. Duke , A • , op. cit • p • 7. 
8. McCr.aoken, W. P., Vlho ~hall own and.Operate the Airpo rte. 
American City XXXIX: 11. In this article he claims 
that the municipality should own and operate the air-
ports. For instance he s aye: "It is highly import-
ant to the development of every community the t at 
least one centrally located airport be available for 
general use, and this can be heat accomplished by 
vesting its ownership in the municipality. Turning 
this ~esponsibility to an air transport company 
would be like turning o'V er its harbors, or the en-
tire w~terfront to a single steamship line. Such a 
policy would be regarded as .. contrary to public policy, 
if not altogether ridiculous. The e'Vils of pri"Vate 
ownership, such as monopoly and high charges aould 
be a'Voided by public owners hip. It is the duty of 
e'Very municipality to own an airport, just as much 
es it is its duty to own and. maintain the streets, 
perks and harbor faoili ties within i ta limit e." 
9. Weyerbaoker, R.D., .Airports. Saturday Evening Post. 
201: 1-11 t February 19 29. 
10. Hill, c.w., Atlanta Must Develop Its .Airport. The 
City Buiilder, December 19 27. 
ll 
11 of the community to commercial life; (h) It renders en 
educational value to the people in the community as well 
es to others ;12· ( i) The municipal airport is easier to es-
tablish and be more fully equipped than other kinds of· etr-
ports due to the frequent availability o:f funds for finan-
cing those projects ;:&3 ( j) It adds beauty end pride of the 
. 14 
community; and lastly, (k) It provides recreation :facili-
ties just like European airports et the present vr.ri ting .15 
The Growth of Municipal Airports: The growth of 
municipal airports ha a been tremendous. Not only has there 
11 • .Arthur, W.E., AirIOrts and Lending Fields. Annala .Amer-
ican .Academy of Political Science, 131:56. Consistently 
ma int sining that cities must build their own eirp:> rte, 
.Arthur decrees: "If cities must continue to retain 
their place rn industrial oompetiton which ~s sweeping 
forward in a teat of civic strength and the right of the 
communities to commercial life. the cities must build 
. their own airports. The ·city without en airport will 
be in the e ame class as a coastal oi ty without a well 
equipped harbor. Within the last years, oommeroial 
aviation has emerged from the obeourity of doubt and 
uncertainty to. a :condition of feat which challenges the 
attention of a.11. We stand upon the threshold of fly-
ing. Given some ple ce to start from, some place to go 
to, and a route over which t:.o fly, an airplane will de-
velop the cities and communities which it flies." 
12. Wilson, R.E., .Airports to Serve the City • .Airports 
l: 16, September 1928. 
13. -whitna 11,. o., J~{unioipa~ Airports. National l~nioipal 
Review XV: 104, 1926 • 
. 14. ·weyerbaoher, R.D., Airports·. Saturday E-vening Post, 
201:1-11, February 1929. !lso Kelly, F., Tomorrow's 
Airports, Nation's Business XVII:31. 
15. Maskey, F.L., .Amusements. Airport 2:16, M:aroh 1929. 
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been e great increase in numbers but. further de'Velopments 
and improvements ha'V e been made upon those already estab-
lished. This trend has· been so msnifeet that it is not undue 
optimism to pr edict that roo re end more progress mey be ex-
pected in the fut ure.16 
The first attempt to ·take a census of air IX> rts was 
made by the United State~ .Arm3 .Air Corps in 1926. :r;t re-
ported that out of the .915 airports in the country~ there 
were 409 municipal a irp:>rts. Thie total is greater then 
the number of commercial eirpo rte, which wee 29'1 and also 
more than the Federal airpo rte which showed a tot el of 209. 
It is therefore e'V ident from this date that e'V en during the 
'Very incipient stage of airp:> rt de'V elopment, muni cipa 1 air-
ports increased more rapidly than other kinds of airports. 
But in spite of this remarkable growth, ·the numb er of 
municipa 1 airports reported in the next year decreased, due 
to the rating procedure that became effective during that 
time.17 This re-rating affected the other types of airports 
also as seen from the following figures collected by the 
Department of Commerce.18 For thst year there were rep:> rted 
15. Cline, R • .A. ·,-.Apathy or .Airport. The City Builder, 
·December 1928. .Air Trenspo rt Growth. .Aviation, 
March 16 , 1928. 
17. Air Commerce Bulletin No. 1, Department of Commerce,. 
Washington, D.C., March 15, 1928. 
18. Ibid.. 
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582 airports in oontrast to 915 in the past year. ·This made 
a loss of 367~ over the pre9eding year by re-classification. 
Of the tot al number of sirpo rts on the ·new rating basis, 
there were 240 municipal airpo rte, 79 Federal airpo rta, and 
263 commercial airports. 
The at andardizst ion o:f airports in 192'7, instead of 
discouraging them, made the munioipalities more interested 
and enthusiastic in the building of their own airpo rte. 
Thia eagerness and enthusiasm was shown by the fact that more 
was aooomplished with regard to the construction of municipal 
airports in the following year, which showed a total of 412 
municipal airports out of the 884 airports reported for all 
types (391 Commercial end Bl Federal) or an increase of 41%. 
Thia increase was very astonishing inasmuch as it almost 
doubled the. quota of the preceding .vear, despite the fact. 
that the rating pro c.edure required higher standards. 
Continued growth and 'improvement were manifest in 
1929.19 With the progress of all phases of oiwil aviation, 
the developmerit of the municipal airports was considered as 
important as that oft he Federal and commeroial airpo rte • 
.A statement for that year shows that there were 1031 ~irports, 
of which 458 were municipal, 82 Federal end 491 oommerciel~ 
19. Aircraft Age, February 1930. 
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The increases in the various airports from ·the pre ceding year 
. show 46 municipal, 1 Federal end 100 commercial, ·or lO~b, 1% 
.. 1 and 2070 reapecti'vely. 
Impro'V em en ta of Municipa 1 .Airports: It now remains 
to ascertain whether impro'Vements upon municipal airports 
have been commensurate with their rapid·increese~ The im-
pro-v.ement of any pm ject ie determined by the amount of money 
that.· is. invested ~or that purpose and the municipal airport 
is no exception. It' a epps rent de'Velopment can best be .. seen 
from the. expenditures that have been de-voted to that parti-
cular accomplishment. From that angle, one ie lad to the · 
conclusion that continuous impro-vements had been made. For 
instance, the data which was secured in 1927 on 68 airports 
of various sizes located a+ong contract ~ir Mail routes in-
dicated en eggreg~te in-vestment by the cities concerned of 
o-ver !fJ17,000,000, en average cost ·of $210.415 per field snd 
· $46 • 912 for improv em En ts. 20 
Data secured from fifteen representative.airports 
for the same year likewise showed that in these fif~een mu-
nicipal airports there had been invested the enormous amount 
J 
of $673 ;aoo for imp:ro'V ement pur:po sea, an a-v erege of· $44, 920 
. ....... 21 par a irp o .1.-" • . 
20~ Duke~ D~, op. oit. p.32. 
21. Ibid, p.33. 
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More'recent estimates of expenditures for the newer 
and more modern types of airport show that tremendous invest-
ments for airport establishment and development have been 
made • .And pro·bably there is sufficient reason to belie-Ve 
that the improvement item is :perhaps the biggest part of the 
total. These estimates range from $50,000 for El Paso, to 
$5,000,000 for Detroit. The total estimates for all these 
cities is $19,039,000, an average ·of. $1,119,941 per airp:>rt. 
The following table will show these :figures of the indi'Vid-
ual cities reported: 
~ABLE I 
ESTIMATED COST OF MUNICIPAL .AIRJ?ORTS 
City 
1. Detroit 
2. New York 
3. Belt imora 
4. Clev elan·d 
5. Newark 
8. Portland 
'1. Oaklsn d 
8. Buffalo 
9. San Diego 
10 • Co lumbua 
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.Ai rIX> rt: 22 The facts 
regarding the oosts of various facilities and equipment of 
22 • . Duke , D. , op • oi t • p • 34 • 
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an airport oan be more clearly understood by the analysis 
of the Buffalo Munioipsl airport, presented below: 
THE .A CTU.AL CO ST IN DNJ.1.A IL 
Land 518 sores $411 ,000 .oo 
Building 3 bangers, 1 garage, l adm. bldg. 95,778.00 
Runways ( 2 cinders 3,000 ft. long & 100 ft. wide) 48,528.56 
Grading end pro cesaing 47 ,875t32 
N aw roa da 9 , 148 .18 
Drainage, 33,549.00 
Paving 27~453.17 
Underground piping and electrical equipment 17 ,567. 20 
Rolling stook and parts (1 service tru.ck, 
l fi v a-tone carry a 11, l light delivery truck, 
1 coupe, 1 grs der} 
Office equipment and supplies 
Insurance 
Ste re room eupplie s 
Telephone and light durin.g construct ion· 
Machinery and tools 












The year J.y est imste s o :f the Department of Commerce 
for the.' entire count rJ] regarding the development. of muni-
cipal airports, further indicate that apparently more sup-
port is being given to their improvement .. For instance, 
for the year.1929, it was estimated that approximately 
$200·.Qoo·,ooo were apent for that purpose. .And this year 
(1930) it has already been estimated that around $300,000,000 
will be invested. for the same acoomplishment. With an in-
ol!aase of $100,000,000· or 50% above the preceding year to 
be devoted to carrying on tbis progress, the improvement of 
23 municipal airports is not only apparent but real. 
Airport Ratin.g Regulations: The rating plD oedure 
of 1927 undoubtedly played a considerable part in stimulat-
ing these developments and improvements of the municipal 
airports. The fact that it required definite standards to 
be aohie'Ved before the aviation field should be eocapted 
as fit and safe for aeronautic purp:> sea, induced the munio-
23. Estimates made by Blee, Assistant Secretary of .Aero• 
nautios, Department .of' Connnerce, Washington, D.O. 
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ipali tie a to modify end impro-ve their airports. 24 The 19 2'7 
b asio requirement a a re. briefly summarized es follows: 
( 1) Field or lending area shoul·d be firm and epprox-
ime tely level, with suitable approaches, well drained, and 
without obstructions or depressions ha zardoue to taking-
off or landing; with et least two landing strips 100 feet 
or more wide, crossing or oorrverging at not leas than 45 
degree angles. These must permit safe lending in ordinary 
weather. If the sod or turf is not tough and hard enough 
for these purposes. the landing strips ~ust be of_ cinders, 
.. 
slag, gravel, asphalt, or .other suitable material, .in which 
case they a re celled runways. 
( 2) There must be a margin of st least 100 ft. clear-
ance between the landin.g strip edges and field boundaries. 
24. Air];X) rt Rating Regulations is divided into four pa rte: 
Part I in-volves the general procedure, penalties, and 
waiver of regulations; Part II Rating of .Air!X) rte for 
land planes includes, besio requirements such as suit-
able landing area, freedom from ob_struotions, aocesei-
bility, wind-Q.ireotion-indi cator, markings, runways, 
drainage, fuelt oommunioations. transportstion and 
personnel. .Also inoludes rating on general equipment 
and facilities; rating on size of effeotiv e lending 
area; rating on right lighting equipment. Part III 
is about Rating of .Airports for eeeplsnee. Likewise, 
it pro'Vides for basio requirements; rating on general 
equipment and fa oilities; rating on size of effective 
landing area and a lao rating on night lighting equip-
ment. The lest part, i. a., Part IV pertains to the 
rating of combined land plane and seaplane airpo rte; 
19 
Surroundin.g obstructions are oaloulated to diminish the mar-
' gins by e e11 en times the height of suoh obstruoti ons • Thus 
an "L" she pad field having 1 anding s tri pa 100 ft. wide end 
margins of 100 ft. ·on both sides is sufficiently large if 
there are no surrounding obstructions. Should there be ob-
et ruoti o ns 50 ft. high, the margins between the obstructions 
and the edge of the landing strip must not be less than 350 ft. 
(3) The airport must. be near a good highway to the 
nearest city or town. 
(4) The airtort must have an improved type of wind-
direotion indicator, and be marked by day with a landing 
circle 100 ft. in diameter having a band 4 ft. wide, the 
oirole to be pla oed flush in the center of the landing strip 
intersection. The name of the city or field must be in or 
near the cent er of the markin.g. 
( 5) The eirpo rt must be able to eupply aircraft· · 
with fuel, ·oil, and water and. the airmen with dependable 
communication and trane:r:ortation facilities to the nearest 
cities. 
Factors in the Growth and Development of Municipal 
.Airp:> rte·. Factors accounting for the growth and development 
of municipa 1 airports include: { 1) The .Airp:> rt Committee of 
the Department of Commerce; ( 2) Improved .Aeronautics; ( 3) 
20 
I 
The reoogni tion by the laws ,25 courts and authorities that 
the airport is a municipal function; (4) other Fundamental 
Factors. 
1. The Airport Committee of the Department of Commerce: 
One of t.he outstanding factors in the growth end development 
of municipal airports has been the i\irpo rt Commi"ttee, .Aero-
nautics Branch, of the Department of Commerce• purposely es-
tablished to promote airports. The work of the Committee 
includes: ·First, directing and c9ordinating the work of the 
.Department of Commerce related to ass.isting in the selection 
o~ and fostering the development of eirpo rts; second, pro-
mulgating the airport rating regulations and rating the air-
ports; third, planning and preparing the airport publication; 
25. Statutory authority for the ownership and operation of 
airport faoilitie1:; by political sub-divisions ha-ve been 
enacted in: California, (stats. 1927, oh. 267, p. 485,. 
T.itle .. 12{ .Act 149) ; Illinois ( L. 19 27, pp. 297, 616); 
Indiana Acts 1920, p. 160); Kansas (L. 1921, oh. 264, 
seo, 12); Kentucky (L.· 1926, oh. 107; L. 1928, oh. '77, 
'78); Louisiana (L. 1928, Act No. 24 ,225); Maryland 
(Acts 1927. ch. 431); Michigan (Pub • .Acta 1927, No. 
182, 329); Minnesota (L. 1923, oh. 34; L. 1927, oh. 62); 
Montana ( L. 19 27 • oh. 20; Rev. Code Seotio n. 5039); 
Nebraska (L. 1921, p. 658; ·1922 ·comp. stat. seo. 4607); 
New Jersey ( L. 19 28, ah. 101, 181,. 184); New York (L. 19 28 
ch. 64'7., amendin.g laws 1928, oh. 169); Ohio (Gen. Code, 
1926 1 aeo. 3677, 3939}; Oregon (L. 1925; p. 162, seo. 
7091J; Pennsylvania (L. 1923, Mo. 191, 192; Laws 1925 
No. 328; L. 1927, .Act 444); Washington '(L. 19 25, ch. 42) ; 
Wisconsin (L. 1921, ah. 234; Stat. 1925, sea. 6606, L. 
1927, oh. 248); Wj7oming (L. 1927,.oh. 72). 
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" and fourth, rendering free aid to the munioipalities de-
siring to be informed or guided in the conetruotion of 
26 their airports. 
2. Improved Aeronautics: Undoubtedly,, improvement 
in aeronautics has also been a faotor in the :piomotion and 
26. Under the Air Commerce Act of 19 26, ap_prov ad by the 
President on :May 20, 1926• there was laid the legis-
lative cornerstone for the development of oi vil s ero-
nsutioa in America. Under this act, the Seoretary 
of Commerce is c}?.arged, generally, with the encourage-
ment and regulation of the use of airoraft in oommerce, 
immediate control being under an assistant secretary 
for aeronautics appointed by the President. Gena rally, 
the Secretary will administer the .Air Commerce .Act and 
foster air oommerce; Est.eblish and maintain ci Vil air-
ways; operate and maintain intermediate landirllfS fields., 
lights, signals, and radio direotion finding epJ;e ratus, 
end other structures and facilities excepting airports 
used as aid to navigation; Chart airways and publish 
maps; Enoourage the establishment of airports, airways 
and other air navigation facilities; Study the possibil-
ities in the development of air commerce, industry end 
trade; Recommend to ·the Secretary of ~griaulture necee-
s ery met eo ro lo gi ca 1 a er'V ice ; Colle ot and dis s emi-nst e 
information relsti'Ve to sir commerce and the s,tata of 
the art; .Advise with other executive· portal agencies in 
research and development of sir navigation facilities 
and transfer funds; In'Vestigete, reoord, and publish 
causes of scci dents; Excha:r;ige with foreign governments 
civil air information; He may apply to civil air craft 
to e uch extent es he deems e dvis able , the laws and 
regulations relative to entry and clearance of assets; 
Upon agreement with the Postmaster General, the Secre-
tary of Comrre roe may take over the airways end air nsv i-
gation facilities now under jurisdiction of the Post-
master General, a a'Ve airports and terminals, whi ah may 
be transferred to the jurisdiction of municipalities. 
oonoerned under arrangements subject to.eppro'Val by 
the Preei dent. 
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advenaement of munioipsl airports. Aeronautiael transpor-
tation hes now been firmly established with a ooneiderable 
degree of aafety,.seourity and reliability, end this fact 
has greatly acoelerated the interest and enthusiasm of 
municipalities for the development of municipal af rports. 
It w111 be needless to po int out· ell the instances 
where demonstrations of flying have caused municipalities 
to build• repair or plan sirpo_rta. However. auoh demonstra-
tions ea the "St ate Air-tours" of Kans ea end .Arkansas hsve 
induced the munioipsli ties of these· stat ea to aonstruot 
t.heir airports after witnessing the safety, security, and 
reliability of the art of flying. The num,erous flights of 
Colonel Lindbergh, the :various trips of the Graf Zepplin, 
The ~ky Fleet, eto., have taken a great part in the making 
of the municipalities airport-minded and have been. responsible 
for the growth snd development of airports, both municipal 
and commercial. 
3. The Recognition by the Laws, ·courts, and .Author-
ities that the ~irport is a Municipal Function: Still other 
factors tbst have been responsible for the rapid progress 
of municipal airports ere, namely; the laws• the courts, and 
the authorities on aeronautics. Laws of the various states 
have· been passed and put into operation gi'Ving their muni-
oipalities the power to establish and maintainairporta.27 
The courts ha'Ve unswervingly sustained the constitution-
ality of municipal airports es constituting "public 
purpose", 28 (es shown in Che pt er II); and authorities on 
aviation he-ve pointed out the fact that the airport is a 
necessary adjunc-t of the municipality because of the rea-
sons and advantages which have been stated in the early 
pert of t~is chapter. 
4. other Fundamental Factors: Besides the factors 
that have been presented above, there. are the other factors 
that have been instrumental in the development o:f' municipal 
airports. These factors comprise various forms of business, 
commercial, recreational, educe tionel, aeronautical, petri.ot-
ic institutions and saeocietions. 29 The significant pert 
that Chambers of Commerce, Rotary Clubs, the American Legion 
30 . . 31 Posts, . The National .Airp:>rt .Asoo cistion, .AirIX>rt Managers 
27. Hansue, H.M., Legielsti on for the Control of .Airp:> rts. 
Airports II;l5, 1929. · 
28. Chapter II of this thesis deals with the recognition 
by the courts that the municipal airport is _a npublio 
pu.rpos e" end hence, legitimately considered locs 1 
funot ion. . 
29. Promoting .Airports • .American City Vol. 40, January 1929. 
30. The Municipal .Hrport of Yakoms, Washington was develop-· 
ed by the loo al .American Legion Post. 
31. The National .Airport Association of America organized 
in Chicago in 1927. .Airpo rte I: 14, December 1928. 
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.Assooiation,32 the Gugeinheim Foundation,33 ·and others have 
rendered 'in the p :ro grass of munioipa 1 airports is so obvious 
that it Vii.11 be needles e here to put more light upon them. 
32. The .Airport Iv!anagers Association. includes the managers 
of the municipal airports o.f New York, Los .Angeles, 
Chicago, Oakland, St. Louis, 'Philadelphia, Boston, 
St. Paul., .Atlanta,· Salt Lake City, and others. 
33. The Gugeinheim Foundation ·sponsored the Lehigh Portland 
Cement Company, "Competition· '.for the Design of Air~ 
ports in 1929. 11 The Committee of the Competition 
formulated what was to b,e the characteristics of the 
modern airport, :as :follows: ~he mo darn airport must 
resemble to a considerable extent a Vfell-equipped 
railroad terminal. It must provide a psseenger sta-
tion with ticket of:fi ces, baggage rooms, waiting 
l'Ooms, public restaurant, toilets, and other common-
place facilities. It should pro'Vide an immigration 
and customs office, a po st office, and adequs te 
facilities for handling express and mail. There must 
be ad.ministration offices, not o,nly for the various 
aerial transport l~nes which utilize the field, but 
for the oontrol of flying operations at and adjacent 
to the port. There must be quarters for the field 
and flying personnel, and probably a hotel for trans-
ients a6 well a6 their permanent guests. There must 
be hangars for the care of planes, machine shop, 
fire station, gasoline and oil filling stations, an 
ext ens iv e and ala borate lighting system end many 
other· service facilities required.for the oare and 
operation of planes. · 
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.As shown by the· following table, of all the muni-
oi:pa li ti es studie a. no two municipal airp:> rte had been 
de'V eloped by one type of body. The table shows that 
officers of the Government had in mo st oases been respon-
sible for their establishment. The rest had been developed 
by the Chambers of Commer oe, a-via ti on clubs, and oi tizen 
boards and committees. 
TABLE II 
HCJvV tmNICIP.A L .AIRIDRTS HAVE BEEN DEVELOHlD 
Municipal .Airport of: 
1 • .Atlantic City, N.J_. 
2. Batt le Creak, :Mi oh. 
3. Buffalo, N.Y. 
4~ Centralia, Wash. 
5. Clev els nd , Ohio 
6. Hartford, Conn. 
7. Lensing, Mich. 
8. Louisville, Ky. 
9. Manister, Mich. 
10. Muskogee, Okla • 
11. Pine Bluff, .Ark. 
12. Raleigh, N.C. 
13. Eoohester, N.Y. 
14. Salt Lake City, Utah 
15. Sto okton, Calif. 
16. Wayne, Ind. 
Dev elo P3 d bS': 
Dept. of Parka and Public 
Property 
Chamber of Commer oe 
City Council 
Mayor and two Commieeioners 
City Msnag er and Direato r of 
.Public Parks 
Committee appointed by Mayor 
Combined: state, City and c. of c. 
Citizen Committee 
Municipal Council 
City .Aviation Club 
City Mayor, City Engineer and 
Citizen Board 
o. of c. and Comm. of Public 
Works 
Dept. err Public Works. 
City Board. of Commi;=:sion era 




.THE :MUNICIPAL .AIRPORT • A "PUBLIC PURPOSE" 
It is a well settled principle o:f local administra-
tion that the eoquieition 1 ownership and operation of a 
municipal a~rport is a public purpose, within the meaning 
.of the general principles of constitutional law pr·ohibiting 
the expenditure of public money or the levying of ta:zea or 
the incurring of indebtedness for·private pur!)Jeea. This 
·decision had been made by the courts which had occasion 
to consider it in 1928.1 
ThLa res·ult is in a coo rdan()e with the statutes of 
the various legislative bodies of the oountry whi oh ex-
pr easly authorize the expenditure of public funds or credit 
. for· the establishment of airport facilities by political 
subdiviaions. 2 (See Chapter I, page 20, note 25) Obviously 
it is al so in a cc or d with the numerou e reguls to ry ens ctmen ts 
ta oi tly recognizing the .go-vernment el or. pub lio nature of 
the functions involved. Further it is commensurate with 
the regulatory legislation pertaining to aviation which 
1. Freeman, H.J., The Establishment of a Municipal P.irpo rt 
as a Public Purpose. National Municipal Review, . 
.April 1929. 
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had been provided by Congress in the .Air Commerce .Act of 
1926.3 . 
The first case in whiah. the quest ion of public 
purpose was presented for oonsideration arose in Ohio •4 
The litigation involved the issuing of bonds for a muni-
cipal airport. 
The o·ity of Cleveland, under express authority 
2. The :following legislatures ha'Ve regulatory legislation 
pertaining to aviation: .Arkansas (L. 1927, .Act. 17); 
California (Stats. 1921, oh. '783); Colorado(.Aots 192'7J. 
oh. 64}; Conneotiout (Pub. Acts 19 25, oh. 249, L. 19 2·1, 
oh. 324); Delaware (L. 1923, oh. 199); Florida (L. 1925, 
oh 11 3 39) ; Georgie ( L. 19 27, p. 7'79) ; Idaho ( L. 1925, 
oh. 92) ; Indiana (.Acts 1927, oh. 43) ; Kansas ( L. 19 21, 
oh. 264); Kentucky (L. 1926, oh. 107); Maine ( L. 1923, 
oh. 220 · Amended by L·. 1925, oh •. 185}; Maryland ( L. 192'7, 
.oh. 637l; Massaohuaette (Acts 1922, oh. 534, .Amend.ing 
S .L. 90, · s eot. 35-43, Acts 19 25, oh. 189, .Amending 
G.L. 90, seat. 41); Michigan (Pub. Acta 1923, No.224, 
Pub • .Acts 1927, No. 138); Minnesota (L. 1921, oh. 433, 
L. l~ 25, oh. 406) ; Mis si asi ppi ( L. 19 28, Act o :e .April 
26, 19'28); .Ne'Vada (L. 1923, oh. 56}; New Jersey (L. 1913, 
ah. 50, L. 19 21, oh. 124, L. 19 28, oh. 63}; New York 
(L. 1928, oh. 233, 3'73, 408); North Dakota (L. 1923, 
oh.l); Ohio f Gen. Code 1926, sect. 1392-3); Oregon 
(L. 1923, oh. 186); Pennayl'vania (L. 1927, ..Act 250); 
South Dakota (L. 1925, oh. 6); Tennessee (L. 1923, 
ch. ZO); Texas (Gen. L. 1919, oh.9); Utah (L. 1923 
ch. 24); Vermont (L. 1923, No.156}; Virginia (L. 1923, 
Title 33A, oh. 146..A); Wisconsin (1925, ch. 36); 
Wyoming (L. 1927, oh. 72); Island of Hawaii (L. 1923, 
ch. 109, Rev. L. 1925, eect. 3891-3905). 
3. United States Air Commerce .Act of·l926, .Act of May 20, 
19 26 , oh. 344 , 44 St at • L. 5 6 8 , 4 9 Ma son' s 0. S • l '7 6 l, 
4. State ex. rel. Hile v. City of Cle'Veland, 26. Ohio .App. 
158, 160 N.E. 241, Decided . .April 19, 1927, 
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5 oonferred by statute, had undertaken to issue bonds for 
the purpose of a oquiring and impro"Ving lend for the use 
of an airport·. The a oti on of the oi ty was challenged on 
the g.rounds that this was in violation of the State Con-
stitution in that it involved a raising of money or loan-
ing of credit .to or in aid of a private corporation or 
oompan"j. 6 
The oourt declared in its decision that the under-
taking was v-alid within the statute conferring express 
authority upon municipalities to do the things contemplated 
by the. ordinance of the ctt y of Cleveland. .The court in 
summarily dismissing the contention stated: 
"If an airoraf't landing field was not a publio 
utility within the meaning of the conati tutione l 
provision conferring autb9rity upon municipalities 
to acquire• construct, own, lease and operate any 
public utility for the benefit of the inhabitants ,7 
any <bubt as to the "Validity of the undertaking in 
question was remo"Ved by the enactment of .the statutes 
aonferring express authority upon municipalities to 
do the things oontemplat ed by the ordinance of the 
city of Cleveland, which authority to confer such 
.Power the legislature no doubt bas unless prohibited 
by some pro"Vision of the Constitution wbich prohi-
bit ion we are unable to find." 
5. Ohio General Code 1926, Seo. 36?7, paragraph 15, Sea. 3939 
paragraph 29. · 
6. Ohio Constitution, .Aot VIII, Seo. 6. 
7. Ohio Constitution, Aot XVIII, Sea. 4. 
s. Ohio General Code 1926, Seo; 36?'7, paragraph 15, Seo. 3939 
paragraph 29. 
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The next case was ·considered by the supreme Court 
.. 9 
of Kans as~ This case was different :from the first in that 
. the city of Ole"Veland acted under express authority to ea-
. tablieh a municipal airport; while the city of Wichita 
acted under implied authority • 
. In this.litigation, the. Plaintiff, oity of Wiohite, 
challenged·the power of the Board of Park Commissioners in 
acquiring certain land lying outside of the city limits to 
be used for P.ark purposes and incidentally as an airport or 
landing field for airplanes. The City contended that the 
acquisition· of the property by the Board of Park Oommiaeion-
ers for the purposes set out was not authorized under the 
stat~te conferring the power on the same Board to acquire 
land deemed necessary for public parks outside of the corpor-
ate limits of the oity.10 
The Court. however. held that the airport wee includ-
ed in the ·i;:e rk purpos: es for whioh general funds of the ci~y 
could be ap ant. 
9. Cit~ of Wichita v. Clapp (Kansas). 263 Pao. 12, Decided 
January 'l, 19 28 • 
10. Kanae s Laws, oh. 11 'l, 19 2'1. 
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In the holding of the Court, it declared that: 
"The park purposes may properly include a land-
ing field for airplsnee and that while the provision 
of the. statute authorizing any city to aoquire and 
maintain a municipal field for aviation purposes 
and pay the expenses of such acquisition or mainte-
nance out of the general fund of the cityll were 
not sufficient to authorize the aaquisition of the 
lend in question ee it was situated beyond the aor-
porate limits o-f the city, they were sufficient to 
enable, the go'V arning body of the city to maintain 
~uch an airport out of the general funds. the perk 
including the airport, having been 'Validly secured 
under the statute pro-vi ding for public parka. nl2 
It wee also stated in this opinion that: · 
"The expression "park purposes" has been held 
to include a race tract, a tourist camp, boating, 
bathing, refreshment, lunch stands, pro11iding 
bathing suits, towels and rooms for bathers, dress-
ing pavillion, waiting rooms for street oars, 
refreshment and shelter rooms for the public, grand 
stands, bell games, base ball diamonds, childrena' 
play grounds• race meets, tennis courts, hotels, 
restaurants, museums, art galleries, zoologi oa 1 and 
botanical gardens, conaerv stories and mf~Y other re-
creational and educational facilities." · 
The significance of t.hia case is ob-vious. The deci-
sion has been followed by other courts whioh have had occasion 
to consider the question of Pub=lic pu:r.PJse in oo·nneotion with 
the municipal airport. It undoubtedly influenced some munioi-
pslities to establish and operate municipal aviation fields. 
11. Kansas Laws, Ch. 264, Seo. 12; R.S. 3-.110, 1921. 
12. New Jersey Governor Opposes Leasing of Park Lands for 
for Airports. Moore~ H • .A.·, .Amerio.en City XL: 129, 
February 19 29. 
13. otia, H.G., Athletic Fields Ruled out by North Carolina 
ae a part of Parks. Publio Management, .April 19 29. 
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The third case relati 'V_e '00 the "public purpose" of 
municipal. airports oame upon the Court of Maryland. 14 The 
point in'Vo lv ed the issuing o:f bonds for the purpo s~ of a c-
quiring land and improvements for establishing an airport. 
The plaintiff_ ·contended,. among other thin.gs• that the bond 
issue was illegal because it was issued for purposes other 
than pib lie· purp:> s e. 
The Court however, in holding the bonds legal, de-
olared: 
· "The Baltimore .Air:po rt bond issue is not held 
illegal because neither .Acta of 1927, Ch. 431 
authorizing it, nor ordinances passed p ersuant 
thereto, specified rate of interest to be charged; 
auoh interest not becoming pert of debt within 
Constitution .Aot 11, Sec. 7, until rate is fixed 
by ordinance ratified by 'VOtera,.whereas such eot 
authorizes issuanoe of bonds or certificates of 
indebted.ne ss at different times and rates by 
different ordina noes." 
The next deois ion relati 'Ve to the question under dis-
cussion arose in L~nooln, Nebraska, June 27, 1928. 15 
Unlike the other oases, th,e question direotl:y invol-
ved in this litigation was whether the procedure for the · 
ele otor al authorization of the sirp::> rt bonds EUthorized by 
the Nebraska Lew of 192116 was to be g.overned by the pro'Vi-
aion of the general a ot or by the t of the Linoo ln Home Rule 
Cha rt er. 
14. Doughty v. ];feyor and City Council of Baltimore, Md., 141, 
~tl. 499, decided ~pril 11, l928~ 
15. State ex. rel. City of Lincoln v. Johnson, Nebraska, 
220 N.w. 273, deoided June 27, l92B. 
16. Nebraska Lawe 1921, p. 658,_Comp. Stat. 1922, Seo. 46p7. 
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The Court• howe'Ver. in sustaining the latter con-
tention expressly stated: 
"An equipped municipal aviation field is both a 
public ser'Vice property and e public utility with-
in the meaning of the Lincoln Home Rule Charter in 
or near the oity, beceus e it 1 s a means of making 
aerial service available ·to passengers. The ser-
'Vioe includes the transportation of mail and freight. 
The field is furnished for a public purpose for 
which taxes may be imposed in the exercise of govern-
ment a 1 pow era • "l '7 : . 
While the oases considered above bear more or less 
directly upon the guest ion under dis oussion, and may be con-
sidered es authorities for maintaining that the establishment 
of an airport is e public purpose, the two cases of Missouri, 
namely; Dysart v. City of St. Louis,18 and Ennis v. Kansas 
City, both decided on the s ama day (Dao. 6, 1928} appear to 
bear mo st directly upon the munioipe 1 airport as a public 
purpose. This distinct feature of these oases required ex-
tensive consideration and they are presented here accordingly • 
.. The la:tter oese, i.e., Ennis 'V. Kansas City, Mo., 
was argued and submitted with the fonner, i.e., Dysart 'V. 
St. Louis, and as the fa eta and questions raised in the two 
oases were parallel, the deoia ion in the Dysart case is 
determinative of all questions in'Volved in the Ennis case 
1'7. Dysart v. City of St. Louis, Mo. 11 s.w. (2d). 1054, 
. Decided December 6, 19 28. 
18. Enriis v. Kansas City, :Mo. 11 s.w. (2d) 1054, Decided 
December 6, 1928. 
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ex·cept the question of the charter power, the language of 
the two· charters with reference to the powers conferred 
being somewhat different. 
The Court pointed out: 
"The first quest ion presented by the re cord is 
whether the proposed indebtedness of $2,000 ,000 is 
to be incurred for a public purpose. The Constitu-
tion of this state provides that "taxes may be 
levied and collected for public purposes only. nl9 
This provision embodies a well settled principle 
of constituti-onal law. E-ven in jurfsdiction whose 
constitution contains no such limitations on the 
taxing power, it is uni-versally agreed that an 
attempt to raise money by taxation for private pur-
poses is unconstitutiona~; that it is e taking of 
pr·operty w:i. thout due process of law; that it vio-
lates tl:e fundamental principle inherent in free 
go-v er nment." 
The contention of the plaintiff that the establish-
ment of an airport was not a purpose for;: which taxes could 
be le.-viad, was supported by the followin.g expressive language; 
"If the air:r;ort will afford a starting and land-
ing place for a ·few wealthy; ultra-reckless persons, 
who own planes and who are engaged in private pleas-
ure playing, they may ·pay somewha·t for the privilege. 
It will afford a starting and landing place for 
pleasure tourists from other cities , alighting in 
St .• Louis whil·e flitting here and yon. It will offer 
a passenger station for the very few persons who are 
able to effo rd and who des ire to experience the thrill 
of a no val and exciting mo de of luxurious trans por:... 
, tation. 
The number of persona using the airport will be 
about e qua 1 to the tot a 1 numb er of per sons who engage 
19. Missouri Constitution, ~rt. X, Seo. 3. 
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in big game hunting trips to the African jungle 
and voyages and North Pola explorations ••••.••• 
In the -very nature of the things, the vast 
majority of the inhabitants 0£ the city, a 99. 
peroent me jori ty cannot now and n av er oan reap 
any benefit from the existence of an airport. 
True, it may be permitted to the common gar-
den variety of citizen to enter the airport 
free of oha rge, so that he may press his face 
against some restricting barriers, and sunburn 
his throat gazing at his more fortunate compatri-
ots as they a porting ly navigst e the· empyrean 
blue. 
But beyond that, beyond the right to hung:ri-
ly look on, the or dine ry oi tizen gets no benefit 
from th~ taxes he is fo reed to pay". 
The Court, howe-ver; in reje oting this contention 
said: 
"While it is unquestionably true. that the 
airplane is not in general use as e means of 
travel or transportation, either in the oity of 
St. Louis or elsewhere yet, ·in view of the tremen-
dous activity and progress. in this field as des-
cribed in the various opinions of the city of 
Wichita v. Clapp, there is small doubt that with-
in· a oomparativ ely few years the use of the airplane 
will be as general as that of the railroad and 
motor -vehicle." 
. The other oontention against the validity of the acts 
of the city in attempting to establish the airport is so well 
settled by the· court that this portion of the opinion may be 
wall reproduced in full: 
"Aa s further reason for insistenoe that en· 
airport is note publio purpose for which the city 
of St. Louis may incur an indebtedness, appelant 
urges that the exercise of no go -vernmental function 
or corporate aot is required, but that on the 
contrary an airport can be better provided 
through private initiative and by private capi-
tal. This contention is based on the holding 
in State v. Orear, that the business of making 
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and s allin.g ice is not a public purpose. There 
ie, however. no analogy between the manufacture 
and sale of i ca and th& eoquisition and mainte-
nance of en airport. The latter is a necessary 
instrumentality in a new method or system of 
transportation which requires public aid for its 
development and final establishment. The situa-
tion with respect to it is very like that which 
existed with reference to the building of rail-
roads in this country something like three 
quarters of.e,century ago. At that time the 
people of many of the different oiti es and towns 
were a o desirous of having the benefits of rail-
road connection that they sought and secured 
authority from the legislature of their state to 
aid the railroads with municipal funds, either es 
a loan or as direct· gift or by subscription to the 
stock, or by guaranteeing the bonds or other in-
debtedness of t·he railroad companies. 
The question then arose whether e municipal 
corpor.ation c:ould be authorized to expend in this 
manner, funds raised by taxation. Though at th~ 
beginning there were some dissents, it finally 
became established by the courts that the expendi-
tures of public funds in behalf o :f e railroad is 
an expenditure of public funds for public use. 
The decisions for the most part were put on the 
broad ground that the increased prosperity of the 
community which might be expected to result from 
the new means. of tre-vel and transp:>rtation made 
the purpose a public one. .And so we say with 
respect to the· expenditure bf public funds for 
,an airport.'·' 
Unquestionably this deoision is of greet significan-
ce to the country in general. It shows that the municipal 
· airport is a public purpose for whiah public money and cre-
dit could be spent for its establishment and maintenance. 
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It shows that in spite o.f the newness of the municipal air-
port, it is now firmly established as an adjunct of local 
government just. as the streets, hridges, ao cks, eta. Jmd 
in spite of the .objection of tax payers for the most part 
that the municipal airpo:ft should not be a publio one for 
which public fund.a should be s r:ent, the oourts have con-
sidered the contrary and held that it is a public purpose. 
The Court of Appeals of New York·, on December 7, 
1928 likewise handed down a decision declaring the issuing 
20 of bonds for munioipe ~ airport oo~ati tutional. 
The· City of Utica, New York, under statutory auth-
ority of 1929, 21 had oontracted to buy lands to be used as 
an airport. The City was a bout to is sue bonds for the pur-
chase of.the land when the sots of the city were challenged 
on the validity of bonds. 
The· Court in a very brief opinion summarily held 
the purpose was a public one end declared that: 
"The creation of an airport is a city purpo ee as 
muoh as the building of a bridge, a do ok, or rapid 
transit railroad • .Aeronautics is today an extab-
lished method of transportation. The· future·, even 
the immediate future will make it still more gener-al. The oit~ that is without the foresight· to 
build the airports for the new traffic may soon be 
left behind in the race of oompeti tion. Chalcedon 
was called-the City of the Blind beoaus e its founders 
rejected the noble site of Bysantium lying at their 
'feet. The need for vision of the future in the 
20. Hesse v. Roth, N.Y.,-164 N.E. 342, DecidedDeoember 7, 1928. 
21. New York Lawe 19 28, Ch. 64'7, .Amending Lawe 19 28, Ch. 169. 
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gov ernanoe of cities has not. lessened with years. 
The dweller within the gates even more than the 
stranger from afar. wilL.pay the price for blind-
ness." · 
The oas e22 .:which was de aided in· Oregon was a suit 
brought to enjoin the city of Roseburg from issuing bonds 
under statutory authority23 for. the purpose of establish-
ing an airport_ near the o:t ty. The right of the City to 
oonstruot and maintain an airport at the expanseof the 
tax payers of the oommunit y was ohs llenged. 
The Court in denying that the purpose of establish-
ing and maintaining an airp:>rt is private rather than pub-
lic• summarized the two cases previous lY stated ·and hen dad 
down.upon this matter and decided on precedents. ·rn the 
opinion of the Court, the :following expressive language 
was used: 
"What is s publi a use is not aapa ble of an abso-
lute definition; .A public use ahanges with chang-
ing conditions of soaiety, new appliances in the 
sciences and other changes-. brought about by increased 
population and modes of transportation and communi-
cation. We cannot close our eyes to the great growth 
in the use of flying ma chin es during the past decade. 
This growth has been especially noticeable during 
the last two or three yea rs. We must take notice 
that a· large quantity of. mail is. being daily trans-
port ad into the various ports of. the en untry. 
Express age and even freight is being transported 
by airplanes in large and rapidly increasing quanti-
ties. The transportation by sir appears to be 
increasing so rapidly that we may confidently expect 
that soon a large :portion of the mail end express 
will be transported by the airplanes. 
22. McClintook v. City of Roseburg, Oregon, 273 Pao. 331 
23. Oregon Laws, l925, p. 162, Sec. 7091. 
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An ~irport ovvned by the City, open to the use 
of a l1 airplanes is for the benefit of the city ea 
a oommunit y, and not of any particular in di 'Vi.duals 
therein. It is therefore, a public .enterprise • 
.Aeroplanes travel the trectless air. The only 
way an airplane company could eaguir e a monopoly 
would be through monopolizing the airport. It 
would seem, therefore, that airports may be proper-
ly owned and controlled by a munioipa lity or other 
public corporation. ·such has been the holding of 
a 11 the oo urta passing upon the· quest ion directly." 
Conol us ion: In spite of the recenoy of the question 
as to whether the municipal airport is s "public purpose", 
within the pur'View of the gener~l principles of constitu-
tional· law pro hi bi t"ing the expenditure of pub lie rro nay, or 
the levying of taxes or the incurring of indebtedness for 
a private purpose, there has already been established 
sufficient authority to warrant the conclusion that the 
municipal airport is s public one, for which public funds 
and public credit could be spent for its acquisition, con-
struction and operation. This authority rot only includes 
the decisi one that · ha-v a· been presented above, but a ta tut ea 
of the v~riqus states have also been enacted, providing the 
municipalities and oth:ar political suf1-divisions power to 
acquire, own and operate municipal ai~ports, as well as 




THE 11AN.AGEMENT AND MAINTENANCE OF lvIDNICIP.AL A.IRPORrS 
The problems that will be considered in this chapter 
are two-fold; First, the methods of management of the airport, 
and second, the methods of maintaining them~ Under the first, 
consideration will be gi'Ven to the locations of the municipal 
airport in the administrative sch~me of city government, the 
· manager an·d hie qualifications, the place of women in airport 
management and the rules for field operation. Under the a ec-
ond, consideration will also be gi van to the financial main-
tenance of municipal airports and the sources from which the 
airrx:>rt ra'Venues are obtained. 
Who Should Manage the Airport? The answer to this 
question has not been established. Various locations for 
the management of the munici-pa 1 airport have been designated 
in di-fferent cities. .Accordingly, there has not been a de-
finite agreement as to which of ~hem is the p:roper and ap-
propriate ·place of administration. However, there seems to 
be two of these lo:ootions, namely; the Depertm·ent of Parka 
and a separate Department of .Aviation, which are- claiming 
more supporters than the rest. The former is being used by 
a few larger cities, but the latter is being.practiced by 
onlj? one city. The writer, himself, belie'Ves that a separ-
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ate department of aviation might be e good solution. Thie 
would be as efficient or more efficient than when airport 
management is merged with an already existing department 
of the city government. 
Park Department Administers the :Munioipal Airport: 
A few of the larger oities todtlY, suoh as Chicago, Illinois: 1 
Beaumo.nt, Texas; 2 Cleveland• Ohio ;3 Buffalo, New York;4· Fort 
Wayne, Indiena;5 and Wichita, Kansas6 are operating their 
·airports under the management of the park department of 
their respective oities. The reasons for looating the air-
port to ·be administered under this particular department 
have been very well stated by Wirth, 17 as follows: 
"( 1) It has been conceded by the Supreme Court 
of Kansas that the municipal airports serve recre-
ational as well as commercial purposes, and the 
management of such airports is therefore a proper 
function of park administration. 
( 2) The park department may hav a in its possess-
ion grounds adapted for such purposes. If this ia 
1. Wright, w., Chioagq's Municipal ~irport An Institution • 
.Airport 1:2'7, 1928. 
2. Whitbeck, Airports as a· City Problem. Public Management 
XI: 14 '7. 
3 • .Air Commerce Bulletin No. 21, Department of Commerce, 
.Aeronautics Branch, Washington, D. c. · 
4. Ibid. 
5. Ibid. 
6 .• City of Wichita v. Clapp (Kans.es} 263 Pac. 12, Januarj' '7, 
1928. 
"'1. Wirth, I. , The Park Department as the Operator o:f 
.Air1nrt • .American Citj7 39:110. 
not the case, it has power to acquire lands for 
such a port. 
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( 3) A municipal airport in order to serve its 
purpose wall ·and be a oredit to the municipality, 
must be landscaped and made attractive. sanitary, 
and serviceable to a high degree, just ·as any other 
park s:;stem, and the park administration is already 
equipped to fulfill suoh requirements. 
(4) The reel needs of the public in the proper 
use of the field must be prov.ided and protected, end 
. the service to the people properly arranged for and 
controlled, all of whi oh is· a functi.on that the park 
dep:3rtment exercises o-ver its other properties and 
which it is therefore competent to render." 
A Sepe rate Department o:f .Aviation: The creating of 
separate depar~merit of aviation to look after the management 
of the municipal airport has been :the progressive -venture of 
the CitJ? of Miami, Florida. 8 It is a bonafide department of 
city ad.ministration and it is managed by a dire oto·r. 
The advantages of such a separate department of avia-
tion may ·be considered as follows: ( 1) It avoids crowding . 
other operating departments in their local obligations and 
duties; ( 2) The magnitude and oomplexi ty and di st in ct tech-
nioalit y of th.a work of the aviation department requires the 
creation of a separ.ate department; (3) A separate office 
for the operation end management for the airport may be 
more efficie_ntly performed if it is under an independent de-
:ps rtment of it a own: ( 4) The inorea sing volume of the work 
8. Whitbeck, J.E., Airports 'as a City Problem. Publ io Man-
agement XI:l4'7. 
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of th·e air:po :rt executi 'V es demands that an independent depart-
ment of s dministration should be established. 
other Methods o:f Management of .Airports: Other nmth-
o ds of mans gem ent of airports a re shown by a study of the 
Department of Commerce, Aeronautics Branch. 9 The municipal 
airport of Sto okton, Califo mis is managed.by the City Man-
ager; Centralia, Washington is under the Commissioners of 
Public works; Raleigh, North Carolina is directly administer-
ed by the City Cornmissione_re; Lansing, Michigan is managed 
by a Committee of fi-ve citizens; and Medford, Ohio is under 
the joint management of the County and City officials. 
The li:fansger and Hie Qualifications: The manage-
ment of the airport is a profession in the same class with 
the a uperint en dent of an ins ti tut ion, the president of a 
bank• the manager of a store• or the head of a railroad 
sy_stem.10 Hence the director or manager should ha'V e exeou-
tive ability to assume the position. Gerard gives a list 
9 • .Air Commerce Bulletin No. 21, Department of Commerce, 
Aeronautics Branch, 117ashington, D.C., March 31, 1928. 
10. McCracken, .Assistant Secretary of Commerce for the 
.Aeronautics Branch in dis cussing airp:> rt management 
said:. nThe msnagement of the airport -is a problem· 
whi oh is so new---. It is "ery difficult to gi 'Ve 
much advice. It j,.s primaril:Y a matter of the person-
ality of the man at the present time---.. .At this 
· time it is a matter of sys tern as it is a matter of 
the competegoy of the personnil in charge." Public 
Management XI:248. 
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of the qualifications: 
"( 1) .As a rule the manager must be versatile in 
his profession. ·He should know the rudiments of 
flying and meahanioa as well as aircraft construct-
ion, operation and maintenance. He must have a 
knack for .handling' employees as well· as that of run-
ning a business whose phases are many and varied. 
(2) .An airport manager must understand the prob-
lems that confront the pilot, me ohanic and operator. 
He must also have some knowledge of meteorology, and 
. be able to work h·and in hand with airport engineer-
. ing experts. This means .that he must ha'\le a know-
ledge of airport drainage,· lighting, and maintenance. 
( 3) The management of an airport do ea not only 
consist of merely sitting behind a deak and gi'1ing 
orders. As in every other business, it requires that 
the man who gives order~, gets busy and sees that 
they are aarrie d out,· and if it is necessary, helps 
carry them out. He must be able to do a thing him-
self before h~ is qualified to tell some one else 
how to do it •. nll . 
The Place of Women in .Airport .Admini.stration: 12 There 
are two fundamenta 1 ways in which women can help in the effi-
cient rnanegament of an eirport. 13 These are the business phase 
and the social phase. In the forrr.er, woman could fill offices, 
namely; tale phone operato.r a, secretaries , stenographers, 
11. Gerard, F., Facilities for Training.Airport Managers. 
Airports 2:17. . 
12. Krafft, M. , Women Places at the .Air po rt. .Airport 2: 13 
February 19 29. 
13. Omlie, P.F., Woman's .Acti'Vities st-the Airport • .Airport 
2 :33, Mar oh 19 29. This authority oo ncludes her e rtiole 
with this sweeping a tat ement: "It is needless to say 
what 'tlomen will do .. in the future development of air-
port e. They will be as promin ant ly identified with 
progres a as the men." 
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olerks; bookkeepers. and others. In the latter, i.e., the 
aooial wa;;, women oan serve as airport host ea a es. Thia 
position, that of women host eases as et hotels, re creation 
centers, clubs, and other amusement places, will undc;mbted-
ly rna ke the atmoa phere of t be airport mo re pleas ant and 
oomplete. The signifioance of women hostesses is inoreaeed, 
due to the fact that a-viatrixes or women pilots as well as 
women passengers are frequenting the air for tra-vel. In 
this o_apecity the hostess Vii 11 welcome and reoei'V e fliers 
an·d air tra-vele rs from far and near points whose visits be-
oome more frequent because of this personal tribute paid to 
their comfort • 
.AirPJrt Field Rules: At the pre sent writing, the 
oitiea of Oakland, Ca.lifornia; Richmond, Virginia, s·aint 
Joseph, Missouri; San.~ntonia, Texas; Battle ·creek Michigan; 
Buffalo, New York; Bartlesville and :Muskogee both of Okla-
homa· have established field rules for their municipal air-
ports .14 The first four of these cities ha-ve passed ordinan-
ces to enforce their respective field rules and also to put 
into effect the regulations and air traffic rules of the 
Department of Commerce. The others have put their field 
14. Air Commerce Bulletin No. 21, Department of Commerce, 
Washington, D. C. , March 31, 19 28. 
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rules into operation vv:i.thout the passage o:f' speci.fio ordi-
nances • 
.Apparently these field rules have been modeled after 
those that were formulated by the Department of Commerce as 
15 . 
shown by their nature and content, heno et . it has been 
found var:; appropriate to inaorpo rate the latter below: 
( 1) .All aircraft pilots and mechanics ·operating com-
mercially from this field must be licensed b:y the 'Department 
of Commerce and must comply with the Air Commerce regulations. 
promulgated· by that department. 
( 2} Upon landing, pilot wi 11 as sure him: elf that 
there is no danger of collision with sir craft taking off 
or landing before taxi-ing to line. 
( 3) No plane she 11 be taxied faster then fi'v e miles 
per hour. 
( 4) No eirplen e she 11 be fueled while the engine 
is running. 
( 5) Blocks shall always be p leoed- in front. of the 
. wheels of the plane before starting engine. 
( 6) All iblocks shell be equipped with ropes or some 
other suitable means of pulling blocks. 
· ( 7.} lfo engine she 11 be started or run unless the pilot 
or other competent person sba 11 be in the cockpit attending 
controls. 
( 8) +n starting en aircraft engine, the customary pro-
ceedings will be used by the person operating the starting 
device en. d the p eraon at the engine controls. .All challenges 
or signals between the former and the latter· shall be clearly 
understood before action is taken by either. 
15. Air Commerce Bulletin No. 21, Department of Commerce, 
We shingto n, D. C., Maroh 31., 19 28. 
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(9) Pilots will lsnd and tek,e off as far from the 
hangar or parking space of aircraft· as it is practicable. 
(10) An eiroraft will not follow in the wake of an-
other aircraft whioh preceeded it in taking off until such 
aircraft hes gained a safe distance. 
(11) Aircraft shall not take off over hangars, 
buildings, or other obstructions unless Ul?-evoidable. 
( 12) An a ircrsft when rooking a land.ing shell not 
land toward ano th~r a iroraft but she 11 l·and to ei th~ side 
of such aircraft. 
( 13) The p rope 11 er s of aircraft, when engines are 
not running, must be in horizontal position. 
(14) On test flight of aircraft, the personnel mak-
ing such flights will not be limited to the number ne oessary 
to. properly perform the required test. .At no time shall 
persons be carried on such flights as ballast. 
(15) Airport managers should send accident reports 
to .the Department of Commerce for all accidents occurring 
in their fi·e ld. 
( 16) All dangerous landin.g area at an _airport or 
landing :field shall be msrkedwith red flags mounted on 
staffs of ·light material, at least 4 ft. above the ground~ 
-The staffs shall be of such material as will not cause dam-
age to aircraft if struck. The flags she 11 be rep la oed 
by red li.ghts et night. · 
(17) All obstructions shall be marked at night 
with red lights •. 
( 18) .All persons using in snyway the airport area 
sha 11 exercise due care to guard against fire, and injury 
to persons and property. No rubbish shall be scattered 
about the a irpo_ rt area and the crew of a 11 visiting air-
oraft shall be required to keep clean the space alloted •. 
(19) Aircraft must be parked in the space alloted 
4'7 
and s ha 11 be properly secure d by ropes an d stakes, o r 
otherwise when left unattended o'Ver ni.ght or during weath-
er conditions which indicate the neoesaity of it. 
( 20) No pls ne shall rems in on runways long.er than 
is absolutely necessary in flying operations. The runways 
shall be kept clean of obstructions to plan·es at a 11 times 
and the runways she 11 be used solely for the lending and 
taking off of ah: planes. 
( 21) Lighting of the airport for night flyin.g shall 
be done only to meet the requirements of the United States 
Department of Commerce and the air mail service. If addi-
tional night lighting is desired, the operatin.g authorities 
she 11 be duly notified. 
( 22) All v isi tin.g pilots landing- on this field are 
requested to report immediately to the a d.min'istration of-
fice on the port to register their nanes, addresses, type 
of -equipment, license or ~ili tsry nurrib er of aircraft, its 
ownership, the time of their srri val, expected time of de-
parture, service required, and such other information ea 
may properl;y be required for record purposes. 
( 23) It is hereby msde the duty ·of every pilot, 
mechanic, or other person employed on the field, and they 
ere hereby authorized to carry out these rules end also 
to see ti+at the general public uses. due care and caution 
to prevent injury to themselves and other persons or 
property and equipment of whatever nature _on the field. 
( 24) Lan ding and take o:ffs eh ell be made, when 
practical into the wind. The party in charge of operating 
the airport shall designate the runway to be used and the 
dire otion of t eke off and ls nd~ng. 
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TABLE III 
.16 .AIRPORT M.A INT EN-~ NOE 
(Explana. tion of this table is found on page 49.) 
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.Atlante x 
Battle Creek x 
Boston .. x 
Buffalo x 
Cincinnati x 
Olav eland x 
Fort worth x 
Grand Rapids x 
Hartford x 
Los .Angeles x 
Muskogee .x 






Santa Monios x i 
St. Joseph x 
Tuscon 
x 
16. Data der.iv ed from Table III (Data on .Airp:>·rt Cost 
and Mainten.anoe) Duke, .A., op. cit. P. 33. 
' 
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Financial Maintenance of Municipal Airports: A stu-
dy made o:f nineteen representati-ve rrnmicipal airports shows 
thst there are at present various ways of maintaining muni-
oipa 1 airports. For inst anae, of these nineteen municipal 
airp:>rts, nine are maintained hy city or municipal appropri-
ation; two are maintained by the com~ined appropriations of 
the oity a,nd state; and one airport each is maintained by 
the oity and county combined; aero olub; oommeroiel air-line 
operator; munioipa 1 and civic organization; municipal sppro-
I?.ria~i on and th rough revenue deri'Ved; pr iv st e operator' e 
rants; and ai vie organization. 
The common praoti oe of mairita ining municipal .air-
ports, is by municipal or city appropriation. Thi a s a ems to 
be the logiol and most advantageous me:thod and it is :follow-
ed by the more progra s si ve oi ties. ·The table on the pre oed-
. ing page sb:>ws the methods of maintaining airports and also 
which cities are. operating under ea oh type • 
.Airport Revenues: As far as can be determined, the 
only ways by which municipal airports obtain re~enues are 
from charges for storage and ser'Vioa. 1 '7 These practices,. 
however, are not yet oommon to mos e of the munioipal air-
l '7. .Air Commeroe Bulletin No·. 21, Depsrtm ent of Corrnneroe, 
Washington, D. C., March 31, 19 es. 
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po rte •18 .A study me de r eoent ly by the Department of Comm eroe 
of 114 munioipal airports shows that less than. one quarter 
. . 19 
of this number has established the following rates: 
Landing feea-----------None, .save one instance, where the 
charge is $1.00 . . · 
Daily rates------.------Range from 50 oents to $3.00 average 
· daily for single plan.es; ·~l~3 .oo for 
multi-engined planes. 
Monthly rate s----------Range from $10 .oo to $50. 00 average 
for single engined planes. (In 
several oases inspection and service 
·are speoifioally ·included) · 
Dead storage-----------Several airpo.rts schedule dead stor-
age at $15.00 
Field storage-----------Field space is mentioned by several 
. ports at $1.00 daily; $20.00 monthly. 
(In the main field, storage is appar-
ently free. ) 
Multi-engined planes---Several consider two types. One 
rates such planes at $150.00 a month, 
cabin plE ne s at $,'75 .oo, and t ri-
engined planes at $150.00 
The study also shows that among these cities that have 
est a bl is hed charges for s to rage and s erv ioe, three cities, 
.. 
namely; Buffalo, ]1ort Worth and Oakland, have developed and 
18. Have You a Fixed Charge for Storage and Repairs. Airport 
1: 28, July 19 29. 
19. Air Commerce Bulletin No. 21, Department of Commerce, 
Washington, D.C., March 31, 1928. 
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put into operation oomprehensive schedules such es the 
following: 
BUFF A!.-0 , M • Y. 
Price per square foot 
:per : 6 Mo.-: 1-6 lJio.: 1 day-
: year : 1 Yr, : (per 1 week 
:(per : week) (per 
: mo.) week) 
·.Airplane manufacturers 
Connner cia 1 ope rat ors 
Private 
·:$0.58:$0.06 :$0.03 
• 50: • 05 .o 2 




.Army and Navy 
. . 
:No charge for three days or less 
Dead Storage: For private planes* one half active schedule. 
Non-resident: Transients desiring hangar space for not 
longer than one week will be ch2'rged at the 
same rate as the private owner. 
Sing le engine 
Multi-engine 
FORT WCRTH, TEK.AS 
Fl at-rate schedule 
:Live stor-:Live stor-:Dead stot-:Mechanic'e 
:age with :age with- :age per mo:labor per 
: service :out service :hour 
fper mo. :per month : 
$50.00 $25.00 
75,00 50.00 : 
$15.00 
ro .oo $2.00 '2.00 • . 
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OAKLAND, CALIFORMI.A. 
Charges. tools, and rates for service. 
Landing fee including storage of plane on ground for one 
da~ or graction the reof-----------------------------$1.00 
Daily Stornga fees, including landing privileges: 
Hangar Sp;lce----------------------------------------$2.00 
Ground space-------------------·--------------------- 1, 00 
Passenger fee', for each passenger carried for hire, · 
except in transit----------~------------------------$ ,50 
Monthly storage fees, including landing privileges: 
Hangar space---------------------------------------$40.00· 
· Ground space---------~-----:--------.----------------- 20 .OO 
Mechanician servio-es 
For straight time ( 8 to 4: 30) per 1D ur-.:.------------$1. 50 
For over time---------------- " " -------------- 2,00 
No landing fee s;h.all be collected from planes engaged in the 
s erv i ca of the United Stat es ./lrmy, Navy, or the Marine Corps, 
or the United St ates Department of Comrnerce, or from plsn es 
oarr;ying the United Stat es mail. 
As to which of these schedules is preferred, there ha a 
been no definite agreement. It remains :for the individual 
cities :to for~ulate their own to· suit and fit their individual 
·circumstances. If air traffic demands that comprehensive 
schedules should be made, reference might be made to these 
schedules which are in actual operation for information and 
guidance, 
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other Sources of Income: .Aside from the hangar rents 
or storage, charges and.ser'Vice charges, se'Veral items that 
might ·be mentioned t)S scouroes of re'V·enues are: (1) gasoline 
and oil sales: ( 2) reoreation halls, roadside refreshment 
stands , auto mo bile parking or other con·ces sions; 20 ( 3) re-
'Venue from periodic flying meets: (4) miscellaneous items of 
minor importance. 21 
The questionmight be raised as to whether: (1) 
these sources of revenues are sufficient to maintain the air-
port, and (2) will the rmney expended for its construction 
and operation be repaid from the benefits obtained bj7 the 
use of the airports? The writer will not attempt to answer 
these questions categorically. However, he belie'Ves that for 
the present ( 1930) no municipal airport is on a raying basis, 
i.e., it is not a el:f sup]!Dorting. The initial ex _t:endi tu re 
20. Kelly, F .•• Tomorrow's .Airports. Nation's Business XVII:31, 
· .Kelly belie'Ves that revenues could be increased by making 
the airport a ci'Vic center. He states: "I believe an air-
port can be made a real civic center, a plaoe for recrea-
tion and entertainment as well .as for the business of fly-
ing, a place citizens may visit with pride and where they 
may spend idle hours pleasurably.. I know no reason why 
~thlati c fields, swimming pools, danoe halls, indoor and 
outdoor restaurants, a hotel, boating, a park system, a 
model community, good trans µ:>rtstion facilities and park-
ing space for planes and autos cannot be developed." 
21. Bl.eek, A. , Civil .Air}X> rts and .Airwaj7s. Simmons-Boardman 
Co., N.Y., 1928. 
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for its ooristruction and equipment could not be obtained 
within the first two or more decades of its existence. 
Like 8nS' other large scale undertaking, for example, the 
railroad, street . cars,· etc., the airport also wi 11 take 
years before it ooul d make itself pay for the enormous 
sums invested for its construe ti on, maintenance and 
operation. 2~ · 
22. Ronne, Director of Buffa lo Muni ci pa 1 a irpo rt ·believes: 
municipal airports unlike most other city adjuncts, 
can be made self sustaining and even pay a return on 
the investment •. Ronne, E.M., Buffa lo Makes it Pay • 
.Airr.o rt 1: 12, June 1928'. See also Aircraft Yearbook 
1927. 
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cruPrER rv · 
AIRPORJ: F1'CILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
Essential Equipmen~ Needed: In order to attain a 
oonsi derable degree of safety, efficiency and security of 
air transportation. it is very essential that the airport 
should be adequa~ely provided with all the pertinent needs 
of aviation. 1 These needs include: (a) Buildings for ad-
·ministration and operation, ·(b) Transportation facilities, 
( o) Communication lines, ( d) Meteorological instruments, 
( e) Runways, ( f) Drainage, ( g) Wind-direction-indicator, 
(h} Lighting s;ystem, (i) Markin.gs, (j} Fire-fighting ap-
paratus., ( k) Signs, ( 1) Siren, (m) Airway maps and-airports 
records, (~) Other maintenance and general equipment faoil-
i ties. 
..4t the present writing· no civil airport as far as 
oan be determined has yet provi dad its elf full;y with emf-
fici ent equipment. The volume of business in civil air 
transportation· has not yet warranted the establishment of 
v er'1J. extensive airport equipment. Ev en where more varied 
equipment na d been des ired, the expense of acquisi t1.on and 
1. :Brinkley, R. J. , Equipping the !irpo rt, .t\irpo rt 1: 13 
September 1928. 
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oonstruction had often been prohibitive. Municipalities 
in most oases have lacked available funds to finanoe such 
additional airport expenditures. Moreover civil airports 
have not yet shown any considerable regard for the effici-
ency of service and for the possibility of rapid expansion 
at, this stage of oi vil aeronauti ca. 
·The average airport, 'b.o wever, can promote air com-
merce and transportation without providing itself with all 
the equipment listed above. While a few ftmerican airports, 
usually owned by the lsrger cities, snd some European air-
ports2 are more fully furnished, the.majorityof the muni-
cipal airports in the United States are on the average le"Vel. 
It is astonishing, however, to see how much they have con-
tributed to 'the a dvsncement of civil eeronautios. 3 · 
No attempt has ·been made to list the equipment above 
in the order of their importance, snd they wi 11 be cons id-
ered as they have been listed. 
(a} Buildings for administration and operation: 
The mumber and sufficiency of neoess~ry buildings for the 
efficient administration and operation of a particular air-
2. Domini an, Ji. , The Li torio .Airp:> rt 2t Rome. .Airport 2: 18 
Janus ry 19 29. 
3 • .Air Comma roe Bulletin No. 1, Department of Commerce, 
Wash1.ngton, D. C. t March 15, · 19 28. 
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port depends to a great extent upon its character, its de-
ve·l~pment, volume of ·traffic handled, amount of business 
transacted, and perhaps other minor considerations.· The 
desirable buildings that the average air po rt ought to es-
tablish, therefore, could not be determined with accuracy. 
However, a fully equipped airi:o rt in. the futu:re will prob-
ably need the ·tfo llowing bui ldin.gs: 4 (a) hangars, ( b) repair 
shops , ( o) gas and o i 1 s tat ions , ( d) shed f o r storage of 
oile, paints, and other such.materials, ( e) manufacturing 
buildings, ( f) garages, ( g) ad.minis tratj.on, control tower 
and office, (h) restaurant' (i) passenger w"aiting rooms 
and comfort stations; ( j) club house for flying clubs, ( k) 
pilots' building with lockers and showers, _( l} hotel or 
sleeping accommodations, (m) radio building, (n) post office, 
(o) freight ware-house, (p) hospital or first aid dispen-
sary buildings, and ( q) recreation parlors. 
In this list the most des irsble are: first, the 
administrHtion,control tower and office; second, hangars; 
third, repair shops; fourth; gas and oil stations; and fifth, 
passenger waiting rooms and comfort stations. These have 
been selected from the standpoint of immediDte necessity. 
4. The Committee on the Lehigh Competition for the Design of 
.AirJ;X>rts require·s the buildings here mentioned • (From 
Editortal ·Service of Taylor, Rogers & Bliss, Inc., · 
40 E. 49th St.• N.Y~, March 1929. 
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The rest are for the present not warranted in most cases. 5 
Many airports of to day have provided only a f aw of 
the buildings that have been listed. The practice seems to 
be to establish a central building to house the needed rooms 
and offices so .that the expense for the erection of e epa rate 
buildings may be avoided. 6 This is a sound procedure, but 
wherever it is possible it is suggested that, in planning 
the building program, probable needs for future develqpment 
and expansion should be given s·ufficient consideration. 
This will facilitate provision for improvements and will 
. 7 
perhaps require less expenditures for the same. 
(b) Transportation facilities: Due to the distance 
between the airport and the business district of the com-
munity which has varied from one quarter of a mile to eight-
een miles, 8 it is obviouslS' imp:>rtant thst adequate fscili-
ties for the transportation of passengers and cargoes to 
the business district and other points of destination should 
be provided for in connection with the airp:>rt. Slow and in-
" 5. Duke, D. ,·.Airports and .Airways, Ronald Press & Co., 
N. Y., 1927. 
6. Blaclt, A., Civil .Air:r:orts and ~irwaye, Simons-Boardman 
Pu bl is bing Company, 1928. 
7. Ibid, London Makes a Mis take, .American City 34: 263-4, 
. March 1926. . 
8. ~verage Distance of .Airport from City is Three Miles 
American Cit~, 39:110, November 1928. 
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adequate metho as· of land transportation ere not in conform-
ity with the rapidit~ of air transportation. Hence, facil-
ities lik~ buases, taxis, and street·· oars should be provided 
. . g 
systematically for the airport for transportation purposes. · 
In nx>st eirp:>rts, private companies are now taking 
charge of the transferring of passengers and oargoes to 
pla oes of designations. 
( c) Communication lines: · Some one has said that the 
key to the progressive airport is the equipping of the air-
port with communication faoilitiea. 10 The telephone, tele-
graph, telephone printer 9 wireless, and the radio have all 
been oonsidered as important for the full;v equipped airport. 
The .telephone e;nd the telegraph are sufficient for the a'V er-
- 11 
age airport although the other facilities a re desirable. 
( d) Meteorological instruments: It is of prime im-
portance that in order to avoid some of the accidents which 
9. Bullard points on.it that, "the business an airport does 
depends in no small measure upon the land transit 
facilities between the port end· the communities it 
is to e erve. The bus in es~ done bj7 the port if the 
future prosp,erit J1 of the oi ty it serves is as sured, 
depends to a msrked degree, upon the thought and 
oere exercised in the selection of the site and the 
work that is done to enhance its accessibility." 
Bullard, J.E., Land Transit for .Airports. .Airport 
1: 13, Janus ry 192 8. · 
10. Gregg, W.R., Weather Ser-vioe at Airports, .Airport 1:11 
July 19 2S • ----
11. Brinkley, R.J., The Eirport as the Communication Base, 
.AirPJ rt 2: 11, February 1929. 
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are caused bl' bad west her conditions snd fogs, meteorolog-
ical instruments like the thermometer, the barometer end 
the berograph should be pro-vided for the airport •12 These 
instruments,. of oourse, wi 11 answer questions pertaining 
to the magnitude and trend of the atmospheric pressure, the 
speed, direction and gustiness of wind; the outdoor tern-
perature and its trend; the amount of moisture in the sir; 
and the ·temperature in the hangars and offices. 13 Such in-
formation in the airport would to a certain extent elimi-
nate the dangers that are due to bad weather. 14 
Most airports at the present writing are not pro-
vided with all of these instruments. The weather informs-
tion is usually obtained from the local weather bureau or 
from another ne·arby city. 
15 . ( e) The runways:· Runways are of two kinds, namely; 
natural and srtificial. 16 The former consists of the grass soa17 
12. Gregg. 'wf;R., Weather .Ser:vice at .Airports • .Airport 1:11 
July 1928. 
13. l~ewell, F • .A., .Airport Weather Instruments • .Airp:>rt 
l: 27, Deoemb er 19 28. 
14. Gregg ,W. R., <Meteorology as an Aid to Safe Flying • 
.Airport 2: 11 ~ Janus rj7 1929 
15. Miller, W.P., Runways • .Airport 2:9, March 1929. 
16. Aren~, :A.D., Construction of Runways to Meet the Demand • 
.Airport 2: 17, January .19 29. 
17. Melady, J .H., Turf for .Airports. Airport 1:28, June 1928. 
See also Ble okael, A. C. , Why Brita in Us es Grass for 
Runways. Airport 1:38, September 1928. 
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and the iatter is either of asphalt,18 or b:riok,19 or con-
crete,20 or cinder,21 or gravel,22 or maoadam, 23 or iron 
alag~4 Natural runways are more prevalent than artificial 
runways today. 25 Several ad-vantages are derived by adopting 
the grass sod es runways. 26 For instance, "there is less ex-
pense in oonstruating it than the artificial. 1\nd it has 
been proved also that it as good a runway as the ertifi-











J?ennybacke r, J.E. , Runways of .Asphalt. .Airport 1: 'l 
September 1928. (Airports with asphalt runways include 
Selfridge Field, and Mt.Clemence, Mich., Jacksonville, 
Fla • , Po rt land , Ore.) 
Campbell, O.A., Runways of Brick • .Airport 1:8, Septem-. 
bar 1928. 
Trainor, 'L.S., Runways· of Concrete. .Airport 1:9, Sept-
ember 1928. Trainor mentions good qualities of con-
crete es good runways: (1) Firmness and uniformity under 
ell aondit ions of weather and temperature, ( 2) Smooth-
ness and re gulsr i ty, (3) Good -visibility without glare 
in the day time and case of illumination at night, ( 4) 
Durability and fretedom from frequent maintenance, ( 5) 
Economy of const·ruotion and upkeep~ 
The municipal airports· of Woodward Field, Salt Lake Cit.y 
and Chicago have runways of cinder. Lane, D.R. , .Ana nt 
the Runway. 1\irp:> rt 1: 13, October 1928 ·• 
Bakersfield, Calif., municipal airport has runways of 
gravel. Lane, D.R.• .Anent the Runway. .Airport 1:3, 
Ootober 1928. 
City .Air}'.X)rt of Da3ton, Ohio, has rm;ivvays of macadam. 
Mills, C.B.,.Seleotion of Seeds for .Airfield Turf • 
.Airport 2: 15, Mar oh 1929. 
Woodblocks ere also considered for runway purposes. 
( See note 20) 
Martin, G .E. , Runways of Tarvis. Airport 1: 30, September 
1928. 
Wood, R.C., ·Foreign Officials Express Runway View Pointe. 
.Airp:> rt 2: 16. 
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·:getting muddy. 27 
In the construction of the artificial runways the 
qualities of firmness, smoothness, good 'Visibility, and 
durability should be considered adequately. Where-var it 
is poss 1 ble two runways might be provided; one for taking 
off and a not her for landing. Where this is financially pro-
hibited, one runway for both pur]:Oses would perhaps serve 
just as wall. 
-(f) Drainage system: Drainage systems also are of· 
two kinds; the natural end the a rtificiel. 28 The functions 
of either system is to remo'V e surf eo~ waters . from the field 
and from run-off from roofs, roads• and other areas.29 .An 
artificial drainage system. remo~ee end oontrols soil· water, 
whether resulting from rainfalls, springs or seepage from 
sd-jscent lend. 30 Where no natural drainage is in ope ration, 
it is desirable the t artificie 1 drainage system should be 
established. 31 So far as can be determined, not v er:y many 
. 32 airports are provided with artificial drainage systems. 
27. Radway, F.S., Climatic and.Soil Conditions Go-vern Seed 
Sele otion. ".Airport 2: .. Mar oh 1929. 
28. (See mte 2J) 
29. Miller W.P .. Drainage • .Airport 1:17, Movember 1928. 
30. Kellogg, F. J., Nstur a 1 and Improved Drainage Sys tern • 
.Airport 2:17·, Maroh .19291 
31. Calvin, C.M. • Soil Considerations for.Airport Drainage • 
.Airpa rt 2: 11, Mer oh 1929. · 
32. Municipal airports equipped with artificial drainage 
systems are those of. Oakland, Send Point, Seattle, 
Bett~field. (See note 20). 
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( g) Vlind•diraction-indicator: The imp:>rtance of the 
wind-direction-indicator has been increased when it was· provi-
ded in sir traffic laws that no cross-wind landings or tsking-
offs should b a made except for emergencies, or for instruction 
or for test purposes. 33 It is therefore evident that all air-
po rte must have wind-direction-indicator a. 
(h) Lighting system: A system of lights consisting of 
the airport beaoon, the boundary lights, the field flood lights 
system, the obstruction lights, the wind-dire otion-indicetor, 
illuminate r. signal lights and flood lights for the hangers 
and roof markings has to do in making the airport serviceable 
et night and foggy mornin.gs as well as during the day time. 34 
Obviously, accidents shall _be reduced to a considerable mini-
mum end also more efficiency will result for air commerce and 
, 35 trans po rtati on. . 
The airport beacon is used to designate to s distant 
night flier the location of en airport or to serve as a guide 
33, Air Commerce Bulletin No. 16, Department of Commerce, 
Washington, D.C., January l • 1929. 
34. Blea, H.H.; Designing Saf~ and .Adequs te .Airports • .Airport 
1: 15, De cemb"er 19 28. 
35,· Mahan, H.E., .Airport Lighting. Municipal News LXXIV, 
No. 1, January 1928. 1~rahan believes that: "The success 
of commercial a'Viation demands that operation be con-
tinued throughout the hours of darkness and in pro'Viding 
artificial light during this period that no added hazards 
be intro duoed to interfere with tls e afe and praotioal 
oonduot of port a oti vi ties." 
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to a night sir t raffia along an established line of tra'Vel. 36 
It has a light .that aould be distinguished easily from the 
ordinary lights of the aity. This makes the city easily 
discerned and also the position of the airport is 'Very well 
located. The beacon is usually re'Vol"Ving. From an esti-
mate of the Department of Commerce of the number of munici-
pal airports of ~anuary 1929, there were 49 municipal air-
ports that have beacons of some kind. 
The boundary lights show the outline of the l.Bnding 
area. 37 The circuit may be series or multiple. For large 
fields the series circuit with a constant current trenefor-
mer is probably more economioel. ·\7here the entire field is 
not available for landing,· green lights should be used to 
indicate the best approaches, being so placed "that they may 
be aligned f ram the sir to show the lendj.ng direction •. The 
boundary lights should sh9w to the flier the bounds of the 
airport and especially the direction oft he landing strips. 
The field flood light s;vstem has to do with illumi-
nating the whole field so t hst the details of the surface 
from s certain height (usually 30 ft.) could be e een dis-
36. Carey, W.N., The Beacon. .Airport 1:33, September 1928. 
37. Clarke, A • .A., Boundary and Obstacle Lig~s. }irpo rt 
1:1'7, June 1928. 
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tinc1Uy. This undouhtedly ·a-voids accidents during dsrk 
·nights and foggy mornin.gs. It is of prime impo rtenoe that 
the. field flood light system employed should pro-vide e-ven 
- illumination over the entire portion of the lend ares that 
is usually used for landing and taking-off. It is also 
necessary that the light used should not glare to blind 
the pilot. And when the whole system is lighted it should . . 
be able to show the irregular surfaces of the field. 
The obstruction lights ere for indicating to the 
flier the obstructions that are fo.und within and adjacent 
to the· airport. 38 Such obstruo,tions es telephone, telegraph 
and power poles, radio ma sta, tall buildings• windmills, 
trees, and other·s eho uld be so india·eted that any danger 
should be B'Voided. These lights are usua 11;; red. In the 
installation of these lights osre must be taken so that 
they will ne-ver fail when they are lighted, and also they 
must be fitted and installed where they oonld be very w:ell 
.. 
seen from all angles. It is further ed-vooated that ·major 
\ 
obstructions should be provided with duplicate lights so 
arranged that the stand-by light is pla oed in operation 
should the service obstruction light burn out. This will 
38. Clarke, A • .A. , Boundary and Obstacle Lights. .Airport 
1 : 1 7 • J una 19 28 • 
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pre-ve:q.t th·a flier from olimbin.g or hitting prominent struot-
ures at night • 
The wind-direotionwindicator illuminator renders the 
wind-dire otion-indicator -vis.ible to ·the pilot so that he may 
know the dir eoti on of the p re'V ai lin~ wind. This is very im-
portant because pilots by rule take-off and land against the 
prevailing wind. By illuminating the indioator, the flier 
wi l~ land or take-off with more fa ci lit:>? and e afety e'V en dur-
. 39 
ing dark nights and foggy mornings • 
.Al though the smoun t of tra ffio o'Ver the ei rpo rt do es 
not warrant the use of signal lights at the present, it is 
now very e'Vident that the increasing -volume of air traffio 
and air OO!ll.IIlerce may some day necessitate the installation 
of signal lights. These are used to inform the pilot who is 
attempting to make· a landing that another airplane is ready 
to take-off, and tbs t the fo nner must gi'Ve .wa'f} or postpone 
landing until airplanes ta.king off. have cleared the way. In 
this way the dangers of en llision could be avoided. Much 
more now and in the immediate future is the importance of 
these lights realized because sever al planes are now taking-
off and landing at the same time. 
39. Kellett , W.W. , Lighting Prob lams. .AirJXJ rt 2: 39, 
Janus ry 192 9. 
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The providing of flood lights for the hangars end 
roof markings assists the pilot in two wa.ys: First, it will 
assist· the pilot to judge his elevation above the field when 
landing et night, and seoond, the pilot will be able to know 
the nane and direction of the airport, of the oi ty, and also 
perhaps the 1dir eotion of the nee rby airports and landing 
fields, by being able to see olear 1y the signs on top of 
hangars and roof of buildings. 
(i) Markings: Markings of the airport hss to do 
with two ma in ob je oti'v es, namely; to .avoid a ooi dents, and to 
40 guide pilot e during flights, landings, and taking-offs. 
It is therefore necessary that tall buildings, hound.sries 
of the field without boundary lights,· factories, landing 
fields, telephone and telegraph and power poles, radio masts, 
cross trees on poles, and other kinds of unsafe areas and 
obstructions whioh may· be detrimental to pilots should be 
ms rke d ohrome yellow. 4 1 
( j) Fire-fighting apparatus: The need of fire-
fighting apparatus within the airport area oould not be 
over emphaeizea.42 The limited supply of available water 
40. Black, .A. , op. oi t. p. 42-45. 
41. Fawcett, w. , Why Yellow for Air:po rt :Marking • .Airport 
1:9, December 1929. 
42. Kimball, N .F., Fire :Protection For .Airp;:> rts. .Airport 
1: 9 , June 19 28. 
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at· many airports; ·the pre senoe of·. highly oombustib le num-
ber o~ buildings and their oontenta; the p_resent oonstruot-
ion of most airplanes which is of wood and fa brio; and the 
indispensability of inflammable necessities .. such as. gasoline,. 
oil,. grease, and other·inflsmmable liquids, all make it very 
important that adequate equipment fo:r: fighting fire should 
be available at the airport. 43 
The mo st desirable f i·re-fighting equipments oonsi st 
_of water· systems: engin~s and plent;y of hand extinguishers. 
If these are pro'Vided, they should be placed where they 
would not freeze.' ·The hand extinguishers should be placed 
in e'Very building end if it is possible, fre_quent inspect-
ions of them must be made to guarantee that they are in pro-
per oondition.44 
{ k) Signs: For efficient administration, the air-
port should be equipped with :var.ions kinds of oaution signs, 
such as for pre'Vention of fires,. for sanitary purposes, for 
silence pur}.X)ses, for safet:; ends, and for other aims and 
, . 
objecti'Ves that the administration desires to be obser11ed 
within the airport • 
... 
(' 1) The sir en: The sir en is also being considered 
43. Timpson, L.G.M., .Airport Buildings and the Fire Problem • 
.Air po rt 2: 12 , Feb rua r y 19 29 • 
44. Black, .A., op. cit. p. 113-122. .Also Duke., D., op. oit. 
P• 43. 
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as one of the mo st essential equipments. 45 It is usually 
for signalling all kinds of dangers and for emergenoy ca~la. 
It may also be used as time announcer. 
(m) Air maps and airport records: The sirpo rt 
• 
should also be provided with abundant airway maps and air-
port records. ·The former shows the pilot the direction of 
the ai rwe y just as the· road maps show the tourist the best 
roads to follow to his deetinat ion. Or i :f in case of an er-
genoy, t·he flier will be able to determine the next emergency 
fie·ld on the lighted airway if travelling at night. By 
·these maps, together with the weather information, dangerous 
zones which ere often cause(i by storms, fogs, or other wind 
. . ~ currents and eddies could be avoided and accidents -eliminated. 
( n) other maintenance snd general equipment faci 11·~ 
ties: Other f eoilit ies that may be desirable include alee-
trio power, water end oil he ate.rs, eleotri o tools, sma 11 
tractors. lawnmoV\ers, snowplows, barrel racks, wheel chocks, 
.engine starters,· first aid kits, me9aphones, end similar 
a ooes so rie s·. 47 
45. The Siren. .Airp:>rt 1:12, auly 1928. 
46. Duke, D., op. cit. p. 9'7-102. 
47. Black, A., op. oit. P~ 88-99 
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